The Mouth-breeding Frog

THE Mouth-breeding Frog lives in the forests of South America. It is also known as Darwin’s Frog, because Charles Darwin discovered it during his voyage on The Beagle in the 19th century. It is called the Mouth-breeding Frog because of the strange way it rears its young. The female lays about 30 eggs in the leaves on the forest floor, and the male frogs know they needed to swallow the eggs, but why does the Mouth-breeding Frog rear its young in this way?

Why does the Mouth-breeding Frog rear its young? The female lays about 30 eggs in the leaves on the forest floor, and the male frogs know they needed to swallow the eggs. The eggs go down into his vocal sac, which means that the frog loses his voice. The eggs stay there until they hatch, then the tadpoles hop out of his mouth and swim away.

Charles Darwin’s evolution theory can’t answer these questions, and since no-one has found any fossils of these frogs, there is no evidence they evolved from anything else. The best explanation is that God created these frogs to live as they do — another of His weird and wonderful creations!

ARE YOU ALIVE TO GOD?

The earth is full of living things, on the land and in the sea. 3,000 years ago, the Psalmist wrote, “Lord, you have made so many things... Look at the sea, so big and wide. Its creatures cannot be counted.” (Psalm 104:24-25) You are part of the life on earth, created by God. You have enjoyed living in the world since you entered it as a tiny baby, but are you alive to God? The Bible tells us there are two kinds of life, physical and spiritual. The Bible also tells us that, apart from God, we are “spiritually dead because of the things we did wrong against God.” (Ephesians 2:5) We would never be able to know God and receive His new life if He had not sent Jesus, His Son to earth. But by dying on the cross for our sins, and rising from the dead, Jesus made it possible for us to be forgiven and have God’s Spirit living in us. Jesus said, “I came to give life — life in all its fullness.” (John 10:10).

We know that our physical life will end someday, but when we believe in Jesus and receive His new life, that life lasts for ever, continuing in heaven when we die. “God has given us eternal life, and this life is in His Son” (1 John 5:11). Are you alive to God?

PUZZLE CORNER

ANSWERS

A science book written in 1809 told of a strange tree. When leaves fell from the tree, those that fell in water became fish, and those that landed on the land became birds! No-one would believe such a strange idea now — but that was in a science book!

In 1668 Italian scientist Francesco Redi showed that if the meat is covered so that flies can’t lay their eggs on it, no maggots will appear.

The old idea that life could come from non-living matter was disproved in the 19th century by Dr Louis Pasteur — a scientist who believed the Bible. He showed that if broth is boiled, then sealed to stop bacteria from the air getting into it, it will stay lifeless. Pasteur wrote: “To bring about spontaneous generation would be to create life. My experiments show that this is impossible.”

Scientists who showed that life only comes from life
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Bible-believing scientist Dr Louis Pasteur

We all know the difference between being dead and alive. But how did living things first appear on earth? Several hundred years ago many people believed that life could just spring up from non-living matter. This idea is called spontaneous generation.

Most people believed that frogs and worms came out of mud, mice from wheat and old rags, and maggots from rotting meat. But in 1668 Italian scientist Francesco Redi showed that if the meat is covered so that flies can’t lay their eggs on it, no maggots will appear.
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OLD, ODD IDEAS ABOUT HOW LIFE BEGAN

Some people believe that life came from non-living matter. Others believe that life came from crops, and that living things came out of mud, from mud, from wheat, from old rags and from rotting meat. But in 1668 Italian scientist Francesco Redi showed that if the meat is covered so that flies can’t lay their eggs on it, no maggots will appear.
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A science book written in 1809 told of a strange tree. When leaves fell from the tree, those that fell in water became fish, and those that landed on the land became birds! No-one would believe such a strange idea now — but that was in a science book!

In 1668 Italian scientist Francesco Redi showed that if the meat is covered so that flies can’t lay their eggs on it, no maggots will appear.
INSIDE THE AMAZING CELL FACTORY!

IMAGINE that you are going to look around a large factory, and your guide is waiting to explain how everything works. As you walk around, you see complicated machines doing lots of different things, and think how clever everything is. Now, imagine that when your factory tour ends your guide says: “Do you realise this factory just built itself; it just happened! No one designed or planned it!” You would think he was joking. But this is exactly what evolutionists believe about life.

If you could shrink so small that you could only be seen by a powerful microscope you could then have a look at another factory — a living cell. All living things, including you, are made up of cells so tiny that you need a very powerful microscope to see inside them. If you could go inside one, you would find that it was more amazing than any factory built by humans. At the centre is the nucleus — a kind of library with all the instructions needed to make the factory work, and coded instructions to build a perfect copy of the cell factory itself. Then there are the ribosomes — robot-like machines which join amino acids together in the correct order to make proteins. You would also see the mitochondria — dynamos for turning fat and sugar into energy.

In another part of the cell you would see the golgi apparatus — machines which sort and parcel up proteins, then either store them or send them to another part of the cell. There are also rubbish collection and recycling machines — the lysosomes — which break down and destroy harmful material, and recycle worn-out parts of the cell. These are only a few of the many thousands of working parts of a cell, and scientists are still discovering more. Perhaps the most amazing thing is that a cell can make a perfect copy of itself within a few hours! This tiny factory is much more wonderful than anything ever made by humans. For one thing it is alive. It makes no sense to believe that this amazing little factory just happened. Someone very wise and powerful must have designed it and made it live, and that Someone is God!
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You may never have the chance to look through a scanning electron microscope, but you may be able to use a less powerful one at home or school. Even magnifying something by 50 or 100 times will open up a whole new world of wonder. You will see things like those pictured below and on the right. From left to right they are: the wing of a dragonfly, the sting of a nettle, the veins of a leaf, a snail’s tongue, a glow-worm’s foot, and a snow crystal.

LOT S OF INFORMATION!

You may have seen bumblebees buzzing around, collecting pollen and nectar from flowers. Although they do this for their own benefit, they also do the very important job of pollinating flowers. Without bees and other pollinating insects, many flowers would not survive. It is believed that nearly half of the food grown in the world depends on wild bees, including bumblebees.

Bumblebees can fly a long way in their search for suitable flowers. Scientists have placed tiny tags on bees, and have been amazed at how far they fly, and how they find their way back to their nests. The tests show that bumblebees often fly up to 5 km (3 miles), and in the longest flight — recorded in the north of England — some bees flew 13 km (8 miles)! Scientists have also found that bumblebees leave chemical “notes” on plants to tell other bees when they have taken all the pollen. These tiny insects, and the plants which depend on them, point to the work of a wise Creator.

— Geoff Chapman
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Take the first letter of each object to discover what God said at creation

Use the code

1=A, 2=B... 26 = Z, etc. to fill in the grid below, which spells a Bible verse.
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